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autodesk robot structural analysis software offers a streamlined workflow, enables you to perform
a comprehensive analysis, and integrates seamlessly with autodesk revit structure software to

extend the building information modeling (bim) process, enabling engineers to perform a
comprehensive analysis of a variety of structures. robot structural analysis professional & robot is

the ultimate construction analysis tool that gives engineers the information they need, in the
context they need it. using a combination of structural load analysis, finite element analysis (fea)

and building information modelling (bim), robot supports the entire building design process.
robust, accurate, and easy to use, robot integrates seamlessly with autodesk revit structure and

standard commercial cad applications. transform the world of construction into a collaborative 3d
game environment where everyone is rewarded for their contribution. autodesk robot structural
analysis professional & robot is the ultimate construction analysis tool that gives engineers the

information they need, in the context they need it. using a combination of structural load
analysis, finite element analysis (fea) and building information modelling (bim), robot supports

the entire building design process. robust, accurate, and easy to use, robot integrates seamlessly
with autodesk revit structure and standard commercial cad applications. transform the world of

construction into a collaborative 3d game environment where everyone is rewarded for their
contribution. engineers get an immediate feedback that facilitates decision making during the
initial design stage. rotate on model and highlight areas that need extra reinforcement, reduce
overall structural load by choosing a different solution, or generate reinforcement details for the
exact points where reinforcement is needed. one of the key features of robot is its ability to work
with one single entity in the bim or construction environment and seamlessly interoperate with

multiple building information modeling (bim) and construction modeling (cm) applications.
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